To

All the Heads of Higher Education Institutions

Sub: 70 Years of Independence – Quiz Programme – Modalities.

Please refer to the communication issued earlier regarding organising a Quiz programme on the eve of 70 years of Independence and 75th Year of Quit India Movement.

2. The following are the further details regarding organisation of the quiz:
   a) The Quiz programme will be an online quiz to be conducted on the MyGov website and is accessible through http://quiz.mygov.in.
   b) It is also available on NarendaModi.in App which can be downloaded from the Google App store. Once downloaded, log-in can be done on any smart phone using the Facebook/Gmail credentials; the app also allows creating fresh credentials too.
   c) The online quiz will be available from 10 a.m. (tentative) on 9th August 2017 and would be available till 15th August 2017. Whereas the quiz would be open till 15th August, it is advised that all students participate in the quiz, as far as possible on 9th August itself.
   d) Participation of all students in the institution may be encouraged. For participation, each student has to first register with MyGov (if not already registered) and get credentials.
   e) Students can participate online either through the computers in the campus or through the NarendaModi App on their smart phones.

3. In order to ensure good participation of students, each Institution may appoint one or more Nodal Officers for facilitating the Quiz programme.

4. All the heads of higher education institutions are requested to take immediate action accordingly.

(B.N. TIWARI)
Deputy Director General (HE)
Phone: 23381484